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Purpose of this work

1. material features of Nb that cause anomalous RF losses?
2. what happens to Nb during 120C in situ vacuum bake?
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IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY FACTOR:
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limitations:
HFQS,

local quench

Questions:
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FIB prep sample for TEM

Cutout (d=11mm, t=3mm) 
sample on SEM post

~7 µm

~
3 

µm

“useful area”

C
u grid

SEM

cross-sectional cut from the bulk 

Material Science problem for TEM 

Heating: comparison 
of “cold” and “hot” spots

Scale of investigation: several tens of  nm from the surface

Cold: 120C in situ bake for 48hours
Hot: no such bake

Baked sample
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Niobium-Hydrogen phase diagram reported by Manchester and Pitre.

What do we expect to see?
DIFFERENCE between Hot and Cold Spot

H concentration in 
near-surface layer > 10 at.%

H precipitation at T~100K
ε-phase: Nb4H3 

change of Nb local structure 

“Baked” vs. “Unbaked”:  
different precipitation state

Nb-H precipitation

H solid solution
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HRTEM imaging of Cold Spot at Room T
Selected Area Diffraction

[111] zone axis 

2nm
2nm

Pt

Nb

Nb oxides

Phase Contrast of the interface Nb oxide - Nb 
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grain boundary

grain #1

grain #2
2nm

Phase Contrast of the Grain Boundary

No significant oxidation along Grain 
Boundary in contradiction to J.Halbritter (2001)

PtNb 
oxide

Nb

HRTEM imaging of Cold Spot at Room T continue

Selected Area Diffraction
[011] zone axis

2nm
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HRTEM imaging of Hot Spot at Room T

Selected Area Diffraction
[111] zone axis 

Phase Contrast of the interface Nb oxide - Nb 

Pt

Nb

Nb oxide

At Room T: No significant difference 
between Cold and Hot Spots.
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What we expect to see at ~100K on Hot Spot: 
Future Plans

Nb2O5 

Nb  bulk
penetration 
depth @2K

>10 nm?

Nb -H precipitates

ε-phase: NORMAL CONDUCTOR
Nb4H3 (orthorhombic, a~b=9.72Å, c~3.42Å) 

Dissipations?
Work is in progress...

NbOx x<2.5
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Sample Prep for TEM/STEM studies
TEM: high spatial resolution but sample has to be thin for HRTEM thickness < 50nm

Result: cross-sectional cut from the bulk 
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Schematic of the method [B.Myers]

Bulk of Nb Lift out from the bulk Sample on a Cu grid

Focused Ion Beam:
vertical SEM column + Ga ion column + micromanipulator 

+ gas injection system + detectors
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shape of the particle may be recognized by the increased dislocation density in 
the matrix. It was a general observation that whenever a P-phase region trans- 
formed into the a-phase a considerable increase occurred in the dislocation den- 
sity of the area which was “swept” by the E-P phase boundary. Recently it was 
speculated [14] that this increase in the dislocation density is due to the forma- 
tion of sessile b =a (100) type dislocations through interactions of b = ( 4 2 )  x 
x (111) type dislocations which form the migrating phase boundary .Thus any 
dissolved hydride particle was observed to  leave behind a dislocation “skeleton” 
outlining the shape of the previous hydride precipitate (see also [14, 151.) The 
“skeletons” themselves are further subdivided into cells separated by disloca- 
tion walls and tangles. These cells have slightly different orientations and are 
the main cause for the mosaic spread observable by TEM or X-ray techniques 
[lci] in such specimens. A typical example of such a dislocation skeleton and 
its essential features is presented in Fig. 2b. 

Initially a square-shaped hydride particle - as marked by A-B-C-I) - 
was produced by quenching a 5% NbH alloy into liquid nitrogen. Upon uarm- 
ing to room temperature, the hydride particle dissolved, producing the skeleton 
seen in Fig. 2 b. Dissolution has started somewhere at  the four sides. The disloca- 
tion tangles along AE,  BE, CE, DE mark where the fronts of the advancing 
phase boundaries have met. SAD experiments showed that the cells AEB, BEC, 
CED, and AED all have slightly different orientations among themselves and 
also with respect to the matrix. 

Cycling the temperature repeatedly above and below the phase boundary 
established that the hydrides precipitate often (but not exclusively) at the dis- 
location “skeletons” left behind in the previous cycles. It was found that con- 
tinued cycling gradually increased the content of “skeletons” in the matrix and 
thereby the dislocation density in the specimen. (At higher concentrations, simi- 
lar cycling was observed to lead to  niicrocracks in the high dislocation density 
areas.) 

Furthermore, domain boundaries were also observed in the smaller hydride 
particles. They arise from the orthorhonibic hydride structures as discussed in 
detail in [17, 181. A diffraction analysis of the hydrides is presented below; it 
may be noted here that selected area diffraction patterns (SAD’S) of small 
hydrides showed the appearance of new, slightly shortened g-vectors due to 

Fig. 3. (110) SAD pattern of dilute NbH 
alloy containing hydride precipitates. 
Photographed a t  -160 “C. Matrix reflec- 
tions are surrounded by new shortened and 
smeared-out reflections which are due to 
hydrides. Smearing is caused by the 
domain structure and plastic deformation 
of the precipitates and the surrounding 

matrix 

Precipitation of H into epsilon phase at similar concentrations was 
observed by Schober TEM paper (1975)
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of roughly spherical or square-shaped hydride precipitates was observed accom- 
panied by bending waves in the Initially the precipitates were partially 
coherent and had diameters of tens of nni. Typical examples of the precipitates 
are shown in Fig. 1 where it may be seen that the semicoherent precipitates 
emitted dislocation loops and segments along ( l l l ) . 3 )  These dislocation loops 
which most certainly served to relieve the associated misfit strains, have (111) 
Burgers vectors and are of interstitial character as demonstrated for NbN preci- 
pitates [la]. It may be noted that the difference in lattice parameter between 
the niobium matrix and the resulting orthorhombic hydride is approximately 
3.8% [a, 31. 

Once dislocation loops had been emitted, a slight rise in temperature caused 
some of the loops to  be reabsorbed by the precipitate. However, loop emission 
was not fully reversible since the far distant loops and those which had reacted 
with other dislocations could not he “pulled back” to  the emitting preripitate. 
Precipitation and the conversion of seniicoherent to incoherent precipitates 
ocurred in a matter of seconds which may be understood in terms of the very 
high diffusivity of H in Nh [13]. In  Fig. 2a, a larger incoherent hydride particle 
is shown. Initially there was a region in the hydride phase which had twice 
the diameter of the inner rectangular precipitate as seen in Pig. 2a. Warming of 
the holder led to a shrinkage of the hydride precipitate. We note that the initial 

Fig. 1. Semicoherent hydride precipitates in a dilute NbH alloy cooled down t o  -160 “C 
inside the electron microscope. The particles are seen t o  emit prismatic dislocation loops 

along (111). Kinematical TEM image 

2, Once precipitation had occurred at low temperatures, no elastic bending effects could 
be observed in the a-matrix signifying that most or all of the hydrogen had precipitated. 

3, Precipitation increases the local atomic density. Therefore material must be trans- 
ported away from the precipitation sites. This is accomplished by the emission of interstitial 
dislocation loops which can glide away along a cylinder defined by their Burgers vector. 
Aside from punched-out loops, precipitation in dilute alloys resulted in a considerable 
amount of plastic deformation in the matrix as is shown by families of long screw disloca- 
tions on different slip planes (see for this point Fig. 1 a of [I]). 

TEM kinematical image along [111]. T=-160C SAD pattern[110].  T=-160C
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